STAR WARS RISK RULES pdf
1: How to play Risk | UltraBoardGames
This Risk: Star Wars Edition game lets players re-create the dramatic final moments of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi.
Featuring gameplay for 2 or 4 players across a TIE fighter-shaped gameboard, players can determine the fate of the
Star Wars universe through 3 concurrent (yet distinct) battles.

Star Wars â€” With renewed vigor, the Star Wars franchise has re-entered modern pop culture. Star Wars
merchandise is now hotter than ever with greater mainstream appeal due to its legendary status in pop culture.
Return of the Jedi. It gives a different perspective of Star Wars through the lens of strategy. Star Wars Edition
came out in late , the Star Wars franchise had gone through a shaky period courtesy of the prequel trilogy.
This is what happens when you combine two well-known names together, one being from science fiction and
the other from strategy gaming. Both of them have since seen their own overhauls and introduced to a new
generation of fans, so it seems that something with them together is a no-brainer. Nine years later after this
game came out, The Force Awakens premiered to an expectant public. The first two are the main factions of
the Galactic Civil War, while the latter is more of a neutral faction. Think of the Hutts as more of what stirs
the pot and takes the leftovers in the grand conflict. All the Empire wants is to take out the Rebel Alliance
once and for all. All the Rebel Alliance wants is to assassinate the Emperor. Meanwhile, the Hutts want 10 out
of the 13 resource planets on the map, which are also important to both the Empire and the Rebel Alliance.
These are their respective objectives, which indeed puts them all at blows with each other. Unlike in classic
Risk, the units in each faction are unique, so you can differentiate between factions easily. The Rebel Alliance
are in warm colors, the Empire is gray, and Hutts are green. There are also two Death Stars belonging to the
Empire that protects planets controlled by that faction and can destroy other planets, which gives the Empire
quite an advantage. Cards also come into play. Faction-specific cards can make or break a game for players
who are either trying to run with their advantage or hoping for a miracle. However, the objectives do serve to
even things outâ€”it does look harder to take out an entire faction than just a special target, and even easier to
just take resources. This war is fought across planets, most of which should be familiar to Star Wars fans. So
the gist of it is the Empire is trying to destroy the whole Rebel Alliance, who are trying to survive while
hoping against hope to kill the Emperor, all while the Hutts are just trying to get rich and be nuisances in the
middle of the war. That does seem like a recipe for some good galactic fun. Aside from having Death Stars
and planets, Risk: Star Wars Edition is pretty much cast from the mold of classic Risk. For best results, make
sure that you have five players to really get a galactic war going in all its strategic intricacy and diplomatic
intrigue. Star Wars Edition does indeed play well enough.
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2: Star Wars Risk: The Clone Wars Edition - Wikipedia
RISK Star Wars - Rules of Play says: This Risk: Star Wars Edition game lets players re-create the dramatic final
moments of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. Featuring gameplay for 2 or 4 players across a TIE fighter-shaped
gameboard, players can determine the fate of the Star Wars universe through 3 concurrent (yet distinct) battles.

I really think this game looks intriguing. I want to see how it plays, too. And I can totally vouch for the
Original Trilogy edition of Risk. It has a lot of great things about it. The best is that the country cards have
been replaced with faction-specific decks. Each card has a game effect like an event card in your standard card
game. Those cards can swing battles and give you an upper hand. Each card also has picture of a ship on it.
You can spend 3 cards to gain reinforcements like in traditional Risk, only instead of soldier, cavalry, and
cannon, you have fighter, bomber, capital ship. Get one of each and you can recruit lots of units. Because
instead of using the ships to buy units, you can use them to buy ships! A fighter lets you reroll a 1 on an attack
die if the fighter is present in the battle. A Bomber lets you add 1 to your highest die roll. A Capital ship lets
you roll a d8 instead of a d6. If they conquer a system with a base token and the Emperor is on that token, the
Rebels win. The Imperials have to destroy all the Rebels. Meanwhile, the Hutts have to spread their syndicate
across sectors to control 10 different resource planets. Resource planets are planets with a green border that
are dispersed throughout the galaxy. There are a lot of fun choices and the game really fits the Star Wars
theme. I highly doubt the new game will even scratch the surface of what the Original Trilogy Edition has to
offer, but parts of it remind me of Star Wars: I mean, it looks like there is a ground mission that has an effect
on the space battle, which is pretty cool. Robin Graves reacted to this Share this post.
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3: Star Wars Toys - Hasbro Star Wars Adventure Figure
Risk: Star Wars Original Trilogy Edition is a commercial strategic board game, produced by Parker Brothers, a division
of Hasbro. It is a variation of the classic board game Risk, with the rules and appearance altered to fit within the fictional
Star Wars universe, during the Galactic Civil War (Episodes 4, 5, and 6) period.

Since Star Wars came out in , there have been Star Wars-themed variants of just about every mass market
game. There have even been two prior games that bore the Risk: So what could possibly be left to explore in
the Star Wars gaming universe at this point, especially from a mass market production? Is there anything that
this edition of Risk: Surprisingly, it turns out that there may be room in the galaxy for another mass market
Star Wars game, after all. How It Plays Risk: Star Wars is based on events from Return of the Jedi. Risk
simulates the three-pronged battle that marks the end of Return of the Jedi. On another front, Luke Skywalker
is fighting to redeem his father, Darth Vader, while the Emperor and Vader are trying to turn Luke to the dark
side. On the third battlefront, Rebel ships are fighting Imperial ships, waiting for those shields to come down
so they can destroy the Death Star. In this game, players must successfully balance their progress across all
three battles in order to win. One player plays as the Empire and the other plays as the Rebel Alliance. There
are also rules that allow for four players to play in teams. The game is controlled by Order cards which
determine what you can do on each turn and which battle will be affected by your actions. Each player is given
a deck of Order cards specific to their side at the beginning of the game. Game set up and ready to play! To
being the game, each player draws six Order cards from the top of their deck. On your turn, choose three
Order cards from your hand and stack them face down in front of you. The top card is your first order, the next
is your second order, and the bottom card is your third order. The remaining three cards are set aside, face
down, until the end of the round. Each Order card has two or three actions illustrated on it. On your turn, flip
over your top Order card and choose which action to play. After you play your action, your opponent plays
their top Order card and you go back and forth until both players run out of Order cards, ending the round.
Some actions will give you bonus Order cards. These cards are placed on the bottom of your order stack and
played at the end of the round. So just what kind of orders are you giving with these cards? Orders for the
attack on the Death Star portion of the battle allow you to move your ships either Rebel or Empire to new
sectors on the board and attack any opponents in adjacent sectors. Smaller ships are destroyed with one hit,
while the special ships Executor, Millennium Falcon have damage tracks and are not destroyed until the track
reaches zero. Orders for the shield assault portion of the battle allow the Rebels to advance along the assault
track and for the Imperials to slow them down. The Rebel player rolls five dice to determine how far along the
track they may move. Each space on the assault track shows the minimum number that must be rolled in order
to advance to it. So if the five spaces in front of the Rebel player are numbered 2, 2, 2, 3, and 3, and the player
rolls two sixes, a four, a three, and a one, they could advance four spaces. The one they rolled is below the
minimum for any space and is useless, but the other numbers they rolled are equal to or higher than the
minimums required. Examples of the Order cards, both Rebel and Empire. The Empire can try to slow down
this progress by placing stormtrooper tokens on the three spaces directly in front of the Rebel player. This
increases the die value that the Rebel player must roll to advance by one, making it more difficult for them to
progress down the track. The Empire uses Vader and the Emperor to deal hits to Luke. The Rebel player uses
Luke to deal hits to Vader and also to attempt to redeem him. Both sides roll dice to determine the hits taken.
If the Empire knocks Luke out of the game, that player gets four bonus Order cards. If the Rebel player kills
Vader, he gets three bonus Order cards. For example, if you draw a card that shows actions against the shield
generator and the generator is already down, you cannot use those orders. If a card is in your order stack and
there are no orders on it that you can use, you effectively forfeit your turn. When everyone is out of order
cards, draw three more Order cards from your deck and add them to your hand. Choose three cards to make a
new order stack and begin another round. Continue to battle back and forth this way until one player wins the
game. The Empire wins by destroying all of the rebel ships before the Death Star is destroyed. The Rebel
Alliance wins by taking down the shield generator and then destroying the Death Star. Note that this game
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comes in two editions: I will confess to not having played much regular Risk in my life. Although I do have
and enjoy from time to time Risk: But I do know enough to know that this edition of Risk: It ends up
providing you with some interesting decisions. Your selection of cards and the order in which you stack them
at the beginning of the round feels restrictive, but also leaves you a little bit of room to maneuver. Depending
on which actions your opponent chooses, your plans may succeed or be blown out of the water. However,
since every card shows more than one action, you may be able to salvage something if you can use one of the
other actions on the card. Toward the end of the game, your card order becomes even more important. Once a
battle is resolved, those Order cards become useless. There is plenty of randomness in the card draws and dice
roll. Haters of luck should stay away from Risk: The game does a good job of replicating the flipping back and
forth between all three battles that marked the movie. There are decisions to be made, but they are light and
your success or failure will be governed by the die rolls. The one big negative in the game is the rulebook. The
rules are easy to understand, but they are a bit of a mess in their original form. The game is playable as written
but the original rules led to some balance issues, with the Rebels seeming to have an advantage. There are
several threads on BGG that deal with this topic and one contains rules clarifications provided by one of the
designers. That thread was reviewed and endorsed by Hasbro, so I strongly suggest you check it out and make
the suggested modifications. All credit to Hasbro for getting involved in that thread and helping to improve the
rules. Tie fighters ready to go. The miniature ships are an unexpected bonus in a game at this price point.
Sleeves will help prolong their life. The paper there is thin and the folds are wide, creating a big gap where
tearing or puncturing are real possibilities. But it sets up to look like a Tie fighter, so the coolness almost
balances it out. This is a game for parents to play with the kids, or for the kids to enjoy beating each other up.
There is some strategy to be applied here, but the dice and cards will have a lot to say about whether or not
you succeed.
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4: Risk (game) - Wikipedia
RISK Star Wars Clone Wars Edition - F.G. Bradley's.

To find the exact number of armies, look at the chart in the lower left-hand corner of the game board. You are
trying to collect sets of 3 cards in any of the following combinations: If you have collected a set of 3 RISK
cards, you may turn them in at the start of your next turn, or you may wait. But if you have 5 or 6 cards at the
beginning of your turn, you must trade in at least one set and may trade in a second set if you have one.
Trading In Cards for Armies At the beginning of subsequent turns, you may trade in matched sets of cards and
take additional armies based on the total number of sets anyone has traded in so far. For quick reference, keep
traded-in cards face down under the bottom edge of the game board to mark the value in armies of the next
trade. After the sixth set has been traded in, each additional set is worth 5 more armies. If you trade in the
seventh set, you get 20 armies; if you trade in the eighth, you get 25 armies, and so on. Thus, if you trade in
the 3rd set in the game, you receive 8 armies, even if itis the first set you have traded in. If any of the 3 cards
you trade in shows the picture of a territory you occupy, you receive 2 extra armies. You must place both
those armies onto that particular territory. On a single turn, you may receive no more than 2 extra armies
above and beyond those you receive for the matched sets of cards you trade in. No matter how many armies
you receive at the start of your turn, deploy them carefully-either to prepare for an attack or to defend against
one. It is a an excellent military strategy to move your armies to the front, heavily fortifying territories that
border enemy territories. Attacking After placing your armies at the beginning of your turn, decide if you wish
to attack at this time. The object of an attack is to capture a territory by defeating all the opposing armies
already on it. The battle is fought by a roll of the dice. Study the board for a moment. Do you want to attack?
If you choose not to attack, pass the dice to the player on your left. You may still fortify your position if you
wish. If you decide to attack, you must follow these rules: At the western and eastern edges of the board,
Alaska is considered adjacent to and may attack, Kamchatka. You may continue attacking one territory until
you have eliminated all armies on it, or you may shift your attack from one territory to another, attacking each
as often as you want and attacking as many territories as you like during one turn. Then roll the dice against
the opponent who occupies the opposing territory. Before rolling, both you and your opponent must announce
the number of dice you intend to roll, and you both must roll at the same time. You, the attacker, will roll 1, 2
or 3 red dice: You must have at least one more army in your territory than the number of dice you roll. The
more dice you roll, the higher your odds of winning. Yet the more dice you roll, the more armies you may
lose, or be required to move into a captured territory. The defender will roll either 1 or 2 white dice: To roll 2
dice, he or she must have at least 2 armies on the territory under attack. The more dice the defender rolls, the
higher his or her odds of winning, but the more armies he or she may lose. To Decide a Battle Compare the
highest die each of you rolled. If yours the attackers is higher, the defender loses one army from the territory
under attack. If each of you rolled more than one die, now compare the two next-highest dice and repeat the
process. Fortifying your position No matter what you have done on your turn, you may end your turn by
fortifying your position. You are not required to win a battle or even to try an attack to do so. Some players
refer to this as the "free move". To fortify your position, move as many armies as you would like from one and
only one of your territories into one and only one of your adjacent territories. Remember to move troops
towards borders where they can help in an attack and leave at least one army behind. End of the Game The
winner is the first player to eliminate every opponent by capturing all 42 territories on the board.
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5: Risk: Star Wars Edition - The destruction of Death Star
Buy Star Wars Risk The Black Series. FREE P&P. 2 - 4 Players, 30 - 60 minutes, age 10+ Fight as the Rebel Fleet or
the Empire and see who comes out on top!

You earn reputation by doing hard things well. Hasbro recently released the third Star Wars themed Risk game
and of the many incarnations of Risk, Star Wars Risk has nothing in common with the classic game other than
those four letters in the title. However, Star Wars Risk is a good game; it is one of the best games released this
year and certainly one of the best games Hasbro has published in many years. I enjoy Risk games and it was
inevitable that I would pick up the game especially since it is so inexpensive. The components are typical
mass market but I have played with much worse. Then I read the rules and was startled. Players would select
order cards and then alternate play. There were four battlefields and what occurred on one would affect the
progress on the others. It was fairly complicated and is today, one of the quest games for collectors due to the
small print run. Hasbro has taken that concept and shmoozed it into something that is more fluid and more
accessible. There are still order cards with multiple options, but the options have been reduced. The board is
comprised of three maps and these too have been reduced compared with the original. With all that has been
hacked away, is this even the same game? Is it any good? Variety of Choices I believe that what makes for a
great game is providing the players with a variety of choices, all of which they want to do, and then limiting
the number of choices a player can make each turn. In addition to this the two players have asymmetric goals.
This action takes place on the main â€” central board. On one of the side boards is the battle for the shield
generator that protects the Death Star. On the third board, there is a battle between Luke and Darth Vader and
tracks for the Millennium Falcon and the Executor ships. From a hand of six cards, each player selects three
and these are then played, in order, with players alternating action cards. For example, assume I am playing
the Empire and I believe the Rebel player will attempt to attack the shield generator. I select a card that
permits me to place storm troopers to protect the generator and then two additional cards that allow me to
attack Rebel ships. The Rebel player has selected to have Luke battle Darth Vader on all three cards. In this
case my storm troopers will simply sit, I can make my attacks on the Rebel ships and my opponent will have
his three attacks on Darth Vader. What occurs on one board can affect the other boards. Final Thoughts This
results in a game that is tense yet fluid. The rules never interfere with the play of the game; you will not be
searching through the rule book for interpretations of the rules or odd situations. There is a tremendous
amount of gameplay in the box. There are many people who are not fond of Risk â€” do not be turned away by
the name. This game has nothing in common with Risk other than it has a board and there are dice and cards
in the game. Though there are rules for team play so that four players could play, this is actually best with just
two players. It is easy to teach and yet offers a plethora of choices. It is deep but plays in less than an hour.
This is the best game Hasbro has published in a long, long time. Some of the cardboard tokens have been
replaced with plastic units. The game itself remains unchanged.
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6: Review: Risk: Star Wars Edition
Rules. Please see the wiki for a full explanation of the rules. Custom rule changes for Star Wars Risk
(www.enganchecubano.comames) submitted 2 years ago * by redsonsuperman.

Victory conditions[ edit ] Like traditional Risk , players obtain cards for winning battles during the game.
However, one difference is that if a player takes over at least one territory from each opposing army, that
player gets two cards at the end of the turn. While playing the Clone Wars version, the Republic armies and
the Separatist armies have different card decks. When a player draws a card, the card is drawn from the
appropriate deck. Each card has a symbol of a spacecraft on it, as well as a section for special rules. During
gameplay, cards can be played in 3 different ways: A set consists of 3 cards with a matching symbol i. The
number or armies received depends on the type of set turned in. A single card can be played in order to put a
spacecraft into play see below. The type of spacecraft built is determined by the symbol on the card. A card
can be played to use the special text on the card. Each card will specify when it should be played to use the
text. Some effects include the ability to add extra reinforcements to a defending territory, remove units from a
territory, or alter die rolls during battle. Some cards have a red colored background, which represent the Jedi
Anakin Skywalker. Anakin cards are available to both the Republic and Separatist armies, representing his
struggle between the Light and Dark sides of the Force. Once Order 66 is called, however, Republic players
cannot use the special text on Anakin cards; they can use the cards only for spacecraft and reinforcements.
You can also fortify as many times as you want. Spacecraft[ edit ] In addition to the regular troops fighting
during battles, players can also add spacecraft to their territories. There are three types of spacecraft, and each
provides a unique benefit: Corvettes allow the player to add 1 to a single die. But may not stack them on the
same die. Capital ships allow the player to roll an 8-sided die instead of the standard 6-sided die. For each
Capital ship on the territory, the player may substitute an 8-sided die during an attack. Spacecraft can turn the
tide of battle, especially when used in conjunction with one another. Spacecraft are NOT destroyed after use.
The Republic player does not know which token represents which leader. Each token has a number of red dots
on the front side. The Separatist Leader Tokens give the Republic a key advantage at the beginning of the
game, as they are able to draw cards much faster than the Separatists, which allows them to build their forces
more quickly. Once Order 66 is called, all Separatist tokens are removed from the game, and the Republic
player can no longer capture them. Order 66[ edit ] Order 66 is perhaps the most drastic rules variation in the
Clone Wars edition. Each space on the track has a list of numbers from 1 to 8 next to it. When this happens,
the Separatist player rolls an 8-sided die for each of the territories belonging to a Republic player. If the
number rolled is in the list of numbers next to the space that Darth Sidious is on, the territory immediately
becomes controlled by a Separatist army. The Republic troops and spacecraft are removed and replaced with
the same number of troops and spacecraft of either Separatist army unless one of them was previously
eliminated from the game. After Order 66 is called, the Darth Sidious figure is placed on any territory
controlled by either Separatist player. If that territory is ever taken over by the Republic, the Republic wins the
game. This rule represents the manipulations of Darth Sidious. When Order 66 is called, many Clone troopers
turn on their Jedi generals, and follow the newly revealed Emperor. This dynamic can drastically alter the flow
of the game. The Republic player could be very close to winning and suddenly find himself having to struggle
to survive. However, the decision to call Order 66 must be made carefully. The longer the Separatist players
wait before calling it, the more likely it will be for each territory to change control. However, it must be called
before the Republic players destroy both Separatist armies. Finally, since the Darth Sidious token is placed on
the gameboard after all territory control changes have been made, it could give the Republic an easy victory.
In many situations there are no territories in which the figure can be easily defended, allowing the Republic to
take the territory quickly, even if many of their own territories were taken.
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7: Risk: Star Wars Edition Original Trilogy - Play Risk Online
However, Star Wars Risk is a good game; it is one of the best games released this year and certainly one of the best
games Hasbro has published in many years. This is a gamer's game. I enjoy Risk games and it was inevitable that I
would pick up the game especially since it is so inexpensive.

First of all, there are two editions of Risk Star Wars on the market. There is the regular pack, and the Black
Edition. The difference between the two is the box art, as well as some of the miniatures â€” capital ships,
death star and Millennium Falcon, are cardboard cutouts in the regular version, while they are detailed
miniatures in Black Edition. The game rules are a bit more detailed and refined in Black Edition as well,
avoiding some potential confusion although you can find the rules online. The game map itself is divided into
neat sub-sections that represent each part of the fight for the Death Star. Its X-Wing shape represents the parts
of the battle, with wings being their separate fights and center part being the space fight around the Death Star.
The game is designed for two players, although it can be played in two teams. The Rebellion and the Empire
clash off around the Death Star, with Empire trying to wipe out the attacking fleet and the rebels trying to
bring down the Death Star shields before blowing it up. The winning condition seems simple enough. The
rebels must hold a space next to the Death Star when the shields go down and then roll a 6 on the attack to
blow it up, while the Star itself can fire back once its shields are down and wipe out everything in the field it
fires on. Left Wing â€” Battle of Endor How do the shields go down? It represents the Battle of Endor, with
rebels slowly climbing the progress tracker and Empire trying to slow down their progress by throwing
stormtroopers in their way. The progress becomes more difficult higher the progress tracker is, but the fight is
generally in favor of the Rebels unless they roll their dice really poorly. Right Wing â€” Skywalker vs Vader
The right side of the map is fully optional, with objectives that can bring advantage to one side or another. It
represents the fight between the Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader, with them exchanging lightsaber swings
and powers until one of them keels over, with an additional option of redeeming the Vader instead of flat-out
killing him that brings even greater benefits. For each turn, you select three of the card and select orders from
them to be executed. Winning optional objectives allows for bigger card pool to select from or more orders to
be executed. Conclusion The games last for about 40 minutes to an hour, which may sound like a short time
but remember, this is a 2 player game only. Otherwise, playing Risk online at Major Command is always a
solid choice! Remember to look for used versions.
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8: Risk: Star Wars Edition | Board Game | BoardGameGeek
Risk Star Wars Edition is a board game made by Hasbro for Star Wars fans and fans familiar with the game of Risk.
This is a battle strategy game like original Risk, however, Star Wars Risk play is very different, even though released by
Hasbro under the Risk brand.

The official rulebook[ citation needed ] recommends three basic strategy points for play under the standard
rules: Players should control entire continents to get the bonus reinforcement armies. Players should watch
their borders for buildups of armies that could imply an upcoming attack. Players should build up armies on
their own borders for better defense. Holding continents is the most common way to increase reinforcements.
Players often attempt to gain control of Australia early in the game, since Australia is the only continent that
can be successfully defended by heavily fortifying one country either Siam or Indonesia. Generally, it is
thought advisable to hold Risk cards until they can be turned in for maximum reinforcements. In this case,
trading in Risk cards earlier may help acquire the necessary troops. If the conquering player has six [7]: The
objective of this strategy is to avoid early defeat. A player using this strategy might remain in the game all the
way to later stages and then mount an attack on the weakest player and start a chain elimination to remove one
player after another to win the game. The term was popularised in real-time strategy games where a player
creates a defensive perimeter or a turtle shell around the base of operations. Solutions to counteract this
strategy using cooperation have been proposed. Thus players often form unofficial treaties for various reasons,
such as safeguarding themselves from attacks on one border while they concentrate their forces elsewhere, or
eliminating a player who has grown too strong. Because these agreements are not enforceable by the rules,
these agreements are often broken. Some players allow trading of Risk cards, but only during their turn. This
optional rule makes alliances more powerful. In a battle to completion, a player who has more armies even just
one more has a significant advantage, whether on attack or defence the number of attacking armies does not
include the minimum one army that must be left behind in the territory. Defenders always win ties when dice
are rolled. Thus when rolling three dice against two, three against one, or two against one, the attacker has a
slight advantage, otherwise the defender has an advantage. There are online tools available to compute the
outcome of whole campaigns i. This variation dramatically shifts the balance of power towards defence. List
of licensed Risk game boards In addition to the original version of , and a 40th Anniversary Edition with metal
pieces, a number of official variants of Risk have been released over the years. In recent years, Hasbro has
predominantly based its Risk variants on popular films. In chronological order, the variations of Risk that have
been released are: Castle Risk was the first version of Risk released after 27 years of production to depart from
standard play. Extension Empire Ottoman â€” Adds a sixth player to Risk: The game features moon territories,
ocean territories and commander units and offers a number of official and unofficial expansions. Risk
Godstorm â€” A version based on the mythological pantheons of various ancient civilizations; produced by
Avalon Hill. The player can fight on the side of the Separatists or the Republic , using either the classic Risk
rules or the Clone Wars variations where altruism pays off. This version is unique in that each of the factions
has a different set of goals and victory conditions. The Transformers Edition â€” Based on the Transformers
film, players can either play on the side of the Autobots or the Decepticons on a Cybertron stylised map. Black
OPS â€” Limited edition released in early Print run was limited to a copies. Most of the copies were given to
people in the board game industry to test out new rules for up coming editions. Balance of Power â€” Based
on a European map. It includes all the original graphics, wood pieces, and individual plastic storage boxes.
This is the commercial released version of Black Ops. It features capitals, cities, missions, and very thin pieces
shaped like arrows. It is also available with different components wooden map, wooden cube pieces, etc. It has
42 territories and 6 sectors. Includes a "classic" mode which allows games played using standard original
rules, and a "Factions" variation on the rules. Metal Gear Solid Risk: Halo Legendary Risk: Starcraft â€” Four
play modes with three different races. Each race has two unique hero units. Battlefield Rogue Risk: Plants Vs
Zombies Risk: Doctor Who Risk: Game of Thrones Risk: Return of the Jedi. Battles take place across three
environments: Marvel Cinematic Universe Risk: Captain America Civil War Risk: Star Trek 50th Anniversary
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Edition Risk Risk clones[ edit ] Many variants exist that are based on the original concept of the game of Risk
and that contain much of the functionality of the original, but are not licensed by Hasbro, such as, for example,
the video games Global Domination and Lux. Known as Risk clones, such variants have names not containing
the term "Risk" to avoid legal issues. NarcoGuerra is a newsgame based on the basic Risk rules, played out
over a map of Mexico with the intent of educating people on the Mexican Drug War. In addition to Risk
clones, third-party products have been created which slightly modify traditional gameplay. Among the most
popular third-party editions are virtual dice-rolling simulators. These can act as virtual replacements to
traditional dice or be used to automatically simulate the results of large battles between
territoriesâ€”significantly speeding up gameplay during battles between territories with many units. In Hasbro
Interactive released a PC version of Risk that included a new variation on the game called Ultimate Risk,
which did not use dice but rather implemented the use of forts, generals, and complex battle strategies. Risk II
for PC and Mac was released as a video game which includes classic Risk as well as board and gameplay
variations. Factions was released on June 23, It includes classic Risk as well as a factions mode where players
can play as Zombies, Robots, Cats, Soldiers, or Yetis. A maximum of six players can participate. If only one
iOS device is available, the "pass and play" mode allows several players to take part in a multi-player game. A
licensed version of the game is also available for Android devices which includes online play, device sharing,
and single player versus computer modes.
9: Star Wars Risk : Black Series Edition - X-Wing Off-Topic - FFG Community
The Risk game play has been updated and enhanced with cards, ships, and The Force to represent the Star Wars
Original Trilogy. Re-implemented by: Risk: Mass Effect Galaxy at War Edition 2 to 5 players ages 10 and up There are 3
factions in the game, each with its own victory conditions.
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